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ICE: A General and Validated 
Energy Complexity Model 
for Multithreaded Algorithms

Energy ?



Energy has become the primary limiting factor in the development of 
all systems from data centers to mobile devices
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Mobile EmbeddedData center

Dependability
safety, security, privacy, reliability

System complexity
distributed computing, big data, interoperability, …

Energy efficiency
parallelism, data movement, communication, heterogeneity, dark silicon, …
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Given two parallel algorithms A and B, which algorithm 
consumes less energy analytically?

Study Energy complexity for 
parallel algorithms

Algorithm 
generality

Validation

Roofline [IPDPS’13, IPDPS’14]

Sequential energy 
complexity [ITCS’13]

Koala [EuroSys’09]

LEO [ASPLOS’15]

POET [RTAS’15]

Energy scalability [ICPP’09, 

SPAA’10]

Dense matrix factorization 
[CCPE’14]

Linear algebra [SusCom’15]

ICE [This study]

Challenges: parallel algorithm complexity + parallel platform complexity
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Platform abstractions

Algorithm complexities

Validation

This presentation focuses on a new general model ICE for 
analyzing the energy complexity of multithread algorithms

http://www.cprogramming.com/ 
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The ICE model abstracts away multicore platforms to keep 
itself simple and suitable for complexity analysis

Shared memory with private caches

Op I/O

Static energy 
(max)

op I/O

Dynamic energy 
(max)

op I/O

Platform parameters, assuming 
the race-to-halt strategy

Platform parameters of 11 platforms 
using the roofline method [IPDPS’14]
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ICE energy complexity is derived from the algorithm 
complexities available in the literature

http://www.cprogramming.com/ 

Complexities Description

Work The number of ops

Span Critical path length

I/O # cache line transfers [FOCS’99]

E = Edynamic + Estatic

= op*Work + I/O*I/O + Estatic

Estatic = op*Span
Estatic = I/O*I/O / Parallelism

= I/O*I/O * Span/Work

Compute-intensive algorithms Data-intensive algorithms
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ICE energy complexity is confirmed by experimental 
results – Data-intensive SpMV
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ICE energy complexity is confirmed by experimental 
results – Compute-intensive Matmul
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It abstracts away parallel platforms 
by their static/dynamic energy

Energy complexity is derived from 
Work, Span and I/O complexities

In summary, ICE is a general validated model for analyzing 
the energy complexity of multithreaded algorithms
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It abstracts away parallel platforms 
by their static/dynamic energy

Energy complexity is derived from 
Work, Span and I/O complexities

Thank you! Questions?

In summary, ICE is a general validated model for analyzing 
the energy complexity of multithreaded algorithms

Contact information: Phuong Ha (phuong@cs.uit.no)
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